Brand Guidelines

Symbolism
The logo refers to Swiss tradition in its construction.

The openings of the letters «E» and «F» come from the proportions of the ends of the arm of the Swiss cross. Its proportions are 1/6th larger than high. The color chosen for the logo is that of the Swiss flag. The logo was drawn from the Helvetica Neue font.

Logo
The EPFL logo always features on the top left side of the documents in red.

Corporate Colors
When using colors, you must always choose the values listed here.

Corporate Font
Suisse Int'l is EPFL’s official font

Need Advice?
CORP-ID
EPFL P-MEDIACOM
CM 2 263 - Station 10
Phone: +41 (0)21 693 70 84
E-mail: corp-id@epfl.ch
corp-id.epfl.ch

Every Thursday
9:00 to 11:00 am
On appointment